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NOTE ON STURM'S THEOREM FOR A STRONGLY ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS
In this paper Sturm's Theorem (see [l] , [2] , [5] ) for a linear strongly elliptic systems of second order is given. The proof is qlite analogous to that for a single system given in [3] .
Let G denote an n-dimensional bounded domain in the Euclidean space E^ and G the boundary of the domain G.
In G = G^G, we consider the following problem
H A in (x} 7x7 cos(n,x i ) + S(x)u = 0 for x e ^ u = 0 for xe r 2
where u(x) = (û-s( x )) g.^ is a column vector, V(x) is a matrix of degree mf xj = e G, Aid(x), Bid(x), C^x), D^(x), F(x), H(x), S(x), T(x) are real matrices of degree m, r^ and r2 are surfaces such that ^ufg » 5f ^ n r2 = and n is a interior orthogonal direction.
We introduce the following notation 
and the matrices V T f ]T B^ (i=1,...,n) are symmetric, then detV has zeroes for x e G.
Proof.
From the formula of integration by parts we obtain (6), (7) we obtain that the unique solution of the problem (1), (2) is u(x)=0, so our assumption was false.
If moreover, the matrices Ci (i = 1,...,n) are symmetric, then condition 2° may he replaced hy the condition: 
